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After graduating from the Faculty of Economics of the University of Ljubljana, I became employed as 

an electricity trader for the company Elektro Ljubljana d.d., electricity retail unit. During the early 

years of liberalisation of the electricity market, I gained my first experience in trading in electricity 

(licence for an electricity trader at the energy exchanges EEX, EXAA and BSP-Southwest), in 

forecasting electricity consumption for a portfolio of customers and in managing purchase and trade 

contracts.  

At the end of 2004, I moved to Električni Finančni Tim d.o.o., a subsidiary of the international group 

Energy Financing Team Holding (Denmark). In addition to cross-border trading and, mostly, importing 

electricity to Slovenia, we also provided most of the needs of the transmission system operator ELES 

between 2005 and 2013 for the tertiary (minute) power reserve to ensure the stability of operation 

of the high-voltage network. In 2006, I was appointed the director of the subsidiary EFT Slovakia 

s.r.o., and in 2007 the director of Električni Finančni Tim (EFT). As part of EFT Group, I participated in 

an executive group for international power trading and in a group for technical analysis of the 

electricity price, and together with colleagues developed a model for forecasting the electricity price 

based on simple moving average indicators. Since 2013, Električni Finančni Tim d.o.o. has also 

managed the trading contracts of the subsidiaries EFT Bulgaria and EFT Hellas. 

In 2016, I took up a new challenge and, as the director of the company Energia Gas and Power d.o.o., 

owned by international group LE Trading which later became part of the Italian company Europe 

Energy, I set up electricity and gas retail activities and managed customer portfolio in Slovenia.  

In 2016, I was appointed by the Government of the Republic of Slovenia to the supervisory board of 

the company Slovenski Državni Gozdovi d.o.o. until the end of October 2019 and occasionally worked 

as a member or president of the vetting commission. In the last two years, I have also been the 

deputy president of the supervisory board. 

In 2019, I took over as the director of the company VTZ d.o.o. The company designs, installs and 

maintains systems for technical security of buildings and property. It is a contracting party to 

companies and institutions which are part of the national critical infrastructure, for example: Luka 

Koper, the Krško Nuclear Power Plant, the Slovenian Armed Forces, government buildings, banks, as 

well as other companies in Slovenia and abroad. 

In October 2020, I was appointed by the company SDH d.o.o. to the supervisory board of HSE. I am 

the deputy president of the supervisory board, the president of the audit commission and a member 

of the commission for marketing and investments. 

On 03/11/2020, I was appointed an interim member of the management board of the company 

Holding Slovenske Elektrarne d.o.o., primarily in charge of power trading and retail, energy policies 

and internal audit. 


